
1-Punch Jack Termination Tool

The 1-Punch tool is a unique punch-down tool for UTP 
cabling. 

It is designed to punch down all four pairs consistently and cut off all conductors 
in “one punch”. This tool saves valuable installation time over traditional single-
blade tools that require multiple cycles.

This tool should be used exclusively with Hubbell’s HJ and XJ Series jacks. 
Additionally, it is necessary to use this with the Hubbell Premise Wiring Jack 
Knuckles termination aid (Part Number: HXTA).

Part Numbers

Patented Punch Down of all Four Pairs in One Punch

Features & Benefits

Features
 ● Interchangeable heads: provides ease-of-use with 
just one tool ( jack, panel, block).
 ● Comfortable, ergonomic tool handle.

 ● Polarised tool head, eliminates confusion.

Specifications
 ● High impact handle with ergonomic grip.
 ● Common handle for HJ, XJ, 5-pair block and Cat 6/6A 
panel.
 ● Replaceable blades and cartridges (blades included).

TX4P  1-punch XJ tool w/ head, blades, termination aid 
TX4PH   1-punch XJ replacement head (includes blades) 
TX4PHBL  1-punch XJ replacement blades
HXTA   Jack Knuckles hand termination aid
HXTP25 Jack hand termination aid, Yellow, pack of 25

1. Lace the jack and place in 
a Hubbell termination aid. 
Always use this tool with a 
termination aid.

2. Align the head of the 
punch down tool over the 
target jack with the slots of 
the tool head ready to slide 
onto the shoulder of the 
jack nose. 

3. Place the punchdown head 
onto the Hubbell jack.

4. With one hand, hold the 
termination aid. With the 
other, press the handle 
completely down until the 
tool cycles impact.

5. Remove the tool head 
from the jack and inspect 
the jack. Install stuffer 
cap onto the termination 
towers.

Operation
The 1-Punch tool makes punching down a Hubbell jack quick and easy. Five 
easy steps get the job done.
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